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After Judge Hall instructed the Maestas plaintiffs to incorporate a Northern

pairing, an alternative map (Maestas 2) was presented to the court. Unfortunately,

however, pairing in the north-central region was more challenging than in the

southeast because of the desire to respect the self-determination of the many

pueblos in the area1.

As evidenced by the testimony of Governor Lovato, any pairing involving

HD40 (Rep. Nick Salazar) was unacceptable to Ohkay Owingeh. The only other

functional north-central pairing was HD43 and HD50—both of which had

Democratic performance numbers of > 50.0% in both the current map and original

Maestas plan. Further, the evidence presented demonstrates that the only possible

pairing in the north central without running contrary to the express preferences of

the pueblos is the pairing of House District 43 and House District 50, which is the

The fact that the court-adopted plan splits Ohkay Owingeh is not a trivial matter and

highlights this difficulty.    From the footnote to conclusion #33 (on page 33 of the court's

ruling):

...While the tribal lands of Ohkay Owingeh may extend over several precincts... the majority

of the members vote in a single Rio Arriba precinct.

- There are inherent problems with dividing a pueblo's people and representation
from the pueblo's land, as the court-adopted map does

An example of a situation that could arise from such a division: pueblo members live in HD40,
but their land and a sacred site extend into a neighboring district. The representative from
the neighboring district isn't elected by the pueblo members, but is nevertheless partially
responsible for protecting their sacred site. The result is that the legislator who represents
the site is not elected by, or responsible to, the tribal voters with the strongest interest in
the sacred site.
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